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Exercise - 1 

Underline the subject and correct verb for it in the following sentences. 

1. Somebody (steal, steals) my morning paper nearly every morning. 

2. Both (argue, argues) on the phone. 

3. Some pizza (has, have) been saved for later. 

4. Half of the answers (was, were) correct. 

5. Half of the assignment (is, are) already complete. 

6. Most of the ice (melt, melts) in the spring. 

7. Neither of the employers who interviewed me last week (has, have) called with the results of 

the interviews. 

8. A small group of parents (hope, hopes) to meet on Sunday to discuss travel arrangements for 

their children touring Southeast Asia in the fall. 

9. Meena and her parents (visit/visits) each other often. 

10. Either the cups or the glasses (are/is) in the dishwasher. 

 

Exercise - 2 

Fill in the blanks by choosing the best option from the brackets: 

1. The quality of the apples ____ was ___ (was/were/are/has) not good. 

2. Fire and water ___ do ____ (do/does/did/done) not agree. 

3. Time and tide ____ wait _____ (wait/waits/waited/waiting) for none. 
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4. Justice, as well as mercy ____ allows ___ (allow/allowable/allows/allowing) it. 

5. Neither the teacher nor the students _____ are _____ (is/am/are/was) in the school. 

6. Many fascinating games _____are_____ (is, are) for sale in this store.  

7. The news ___was____ (was/were/had/has) good. 

8. Neither car ____drives_______ (drive, drives) easily.  

9. The United States _____has_____ (are/has/have) a big navy. 

10. Everyone ____has____ (has, have, were) finished his or her homework. 

 

Exercise - 3 

Complete the sentences by choosing the appropriate verbs from the ones given in the 

brackets: 

1. Simple living and high thinking __was____ Gandhiji’s philosophy. (were/ was) 

2. It is said that beauty and brains _____do_____ not go together. (do/does) 

3. Dev and Anuj  ___are_____ going to Goa this weekend. (is/are) 

4. The singer and actor, Sonu  ___was____ awarded a trophy. (were/was) 

5. The singer and the actor ______were______ wearing similar jackets. (were/was) 

6. The logic and reasoning of the theory _____is______ given below. (is/are) 

7. Milk and cereals ____are_____ the best breakfast for kids. (are/is) 

8. His honesty and integrity _____is_____ unquestionable. (is/are) 

9. Watching T.V. and playing video games ______do___ not interest me. (does/do). 

10. You and she ___have_____ been selected. (has/have) 


